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Background
Testing the durability and performance of public transit vehicles is a costly, but very important stage in the design process. Component-wise accelerated durability testing is a time and cost effective way to test a part’s performance. In order to perform an accelerated durability test, acceleration data that’s representative of what the part experiences in service is required. This is typically acquired by collected part-specific data from a field test. It is costly to collect data for every part that is to be tested.

Objectives
This project has two objectives:
• To obtain a model which can accurately interpolate the acceleration data for any component on a motor coach
• To investigate the impact of body deformation on response of the motor coach

Methodology
Two different models will be developed: a rigid body model and a deformable body model. These models can be compared to investigate the effect of body deformations on the response.

Two Degree-of-Freedom rigid Body Model
Two independent bases (which represent the front and rear axles) excite a rigid body through two spring-damper elements. The vertical and angular response is calculated numerically at the center of mass. Through rigid body kinematics, the response at any point can be calculated.

Two Degree-of-Freedom Deformable Body Model
Similar to the Two DOF Rigid Body Model, but now deformations within the body are considered. A solution is found through finite element method (FEM). In FEM, a continuous body is quantized into discrete elements and nodes. The equations pertaining to the solution are solved at the nodes and interpolated to solve values within the elements. The FEM Analysis was conducted in ANSYS.

The response of the motor coach is made up of two components: the rigid body component and component caused by deformation within the body.

\[ y = y_{\text{rigid}} + y_{\text{deformable}} \]

Results and Discussion
In order to investigate the effects of deformation, the responses calculated by the rigid body and deformable body models are compared for different road profiles.

Conclusions
The effect of deformation on the overall response of the body is clearly dependent upon the road profile. Less severe road events tend to have responses more closely aligned with the rigid body response. Higher impact events led to responses which were dominated by body deformations. Deformations within the body caused high frequency content to appear in the response which wasn’t present in the rigid body response. These frequencies are likely associated with deformation modes and resonant frequencies of the body of the motor coach. In addition, deformations strongly effected acceleration peaks. Although further investigation into this phenomenon is required, one explanation could be the release and absorption of strain energy by the body of the motor coach.

Although the models developed in this project are simplified, they still capture the overall trend of the motor coach’s response. The trends and observations made during the creation of these models can serve as valuable resources for the creation of future, more complex models.